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By Mrs. Gray of Framingham, petition of Barbara E. Gray, Mary

Jane Gibson and Marie E. Howe for a change in the law relative to the
definition of neglect to include a mother’s dependence on alcohol or
drugs. The Judiciary.

An Act amending the definition of neglect to include a moth-
er’s DEPENDENCE ON ALCOHOL OR DRUGS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. The first paragraph of Section 4of chapter 632 of
2 the acts of 1945, as amended by section 1 of chapter 1076 of the acts
3 of 1973, is hereby further amended by striking out thefirst sentence
4 and inserting in place thereof the following sentence:
5 When any person in the commonwealth is supposed to have died
6 by violence, or by the action of chemical, thermal or electrical
7 agents or following abortion, or from diseases resulting from
8 injury or infection relating to occupation, or suddenly when not
9 disabled by recognizable disease, or if that person is a child, if the

10 cause of death is abuse or neglect, or when any person is found
11 dead, it shall be the duty of any person having knowledge of that
12 death immediately to notify the medical examiner of the district of
13 the county wherein the body lies of the known facts concerning the
14 time, place, manner, circumstances, and the cause of that death.

1 SECTION 2. Section 7of chapter 785 of the acts of 1972, as
2 most recently amended by section 1A of chapter 1076 of the acts of
3 1973, is hereby further amended by inserting after the fourth
4 paragraph the following paragraph:
5 “Abuse or Neglect” The acts or omissions of the parent or
6 other person responsible for the child’s care which harm or
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7 threaten harm to the physical or mental health or welfare of the
8 child.
9 “Child” any natural person under the age of one year.

10 “Harm” -to a child’s health or welfare can occur when the
1 I parent or other person responsible for the child’s welfare
12 i) inflicts or allows to be inflicted upon the child physical or
13 mental injury, including injuries sustained as a result of excessive

corporal punishment; or
15 ii) commits or allows another to commit a sexual offense on the
16 child as defined in the criminal laws of Massachusetts; or
17 iii) fails to supply the child withadequate food, clothing, shelter,
18 education or medical care, though financially able to do so or
19 offered financial or other reasonable means to do so; or
20 iv) abandons the child; or
21 v) fails to provide the child with adequate care, supervision or
22 guardianship, by specific acts or omissions which evidence a degree
23 of seriousness indicated by subsections (i) through (iv) of this
24 definition.
25 Acts or omissions which threaten harm mean acts or omissions
26 which create a substantial risk of harm.
27 “Physical Injury” means death or permanent or temporary
28 disfigurement or impairment of any bodily organ or function.
29 “Mental Injury” means an injury to the intellectual or psycho-
-30 logical capacity of the child as evidence by observable and substan-
-31 tial impairment in his ability to function within his normal range of
32 performance and behavior, with due regard to his culture.
33 As used in this act, words of the masculine gender include the
34 feminine.

1 SECTION 3. Section sof Chapter 1076 of the acts of 1973, as
2 amended by chapter 501 of the acts of 1977, is hereby further
3 amended by striking out the first paragraph of section 51A and
4 inserting in place thereof the following paragraph:
5 Any physician, medical intern or resident, medical examiner or
6 nurse who, in his professional capacity shall have reasonable cause
7 to believe that a child is harmed or threatened with harm as a result
8 of the mother’s dependence on alcohol or drugs, as defined in
9 chapter ninety-four C, that professional shall immediately advise
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10 the child’s mother by oral and written communication of the
11 pertinent treatment services available to the child and mother
12 provided by the Division of Drug Rehabilitation and Division of
13 Alcoholism and shall send a written report in the manner required
14 by this section to the appropriate division(s) within forty-eight
15 hours of the oral communication. If the person so required to
16 report is a member of the staff of a medical or other public or
17 private institution, or that person’s designated agent, whereupon
18 the person in charge or his agent shall then become responsible to
19 make the report in the manner required by this section. The profes-

-20 sional or designee of advising hospital or institution shall then
21 contact the appropriate division(s) within thirty days for the pur-
-22 pose of follow up. The hospital shall also “home visit” thirty days
23 following referral.

1 SECTION 4. Section sof chapter 1076 of the acts of 1973 is
2 hereby amended by adding the following section:
3 Section 51H. Sections fifty-one A through fifty-one G, inclu-
-4 sive, are severable and the invalidity of any of these sections shall
5 not affect the continuing validilty of any other of these sections.
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